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INTERVIEW WITH
SECRETARY GENERAL
  Made by: Aya Warner en Sara Sahin

Which band or musician would you like to party
with?

"I only have one idol and that's Michael Jackson. If I
could ever share a stage with him or at least listen
to him live, that would be fantastic."

What improvements do you hope to see
compared to last year?

"Last year it went very well, of course, there were all
people who virtually had no or little knowledge
about the MUN, and who put down a very good
presentation in a short time. So in general I would
be very proud if we could continue that line, that
would be really great, but of course I also hope to
see that it is a bit more professional, and that the
students know well what it is about that makes them
enjoy it more. I really hope it shows well this year."

Mikail, what does it mean to be secretary general and
what exactly is your job?
''The secretary general is ultimately responsible for this entire
conference. Of course we have an organization of 27
students, which we call the Organizing Committee, in other
words the OC. At the top of this organization is the secretary
general. He is therefore ultimately responsible for everything
that takes place. I make sure that the organization knows
what to do, that the surrounding parties know what it is
about, and I make the important decisions, such as the theme
and the issues."

If you could go back in time, what era would you go to
and why?

"I would then hesitate between 2 different eras: the 80s,
because that is of course a guilty pleasure for everyone.
Otherwise I would like to go to about 1600, because that is
such a beautiful renaissance period. Then I would of course
the Ottoman Empire life, namely Constantinople nowdays
Istanbul, that's a really cool place."

Last year you were deputy secretary general of internal
affairs. Is there a difference between your tasks last year
and your tasks now?

''Last year I was the DSGI, which is also in the secretariat.
Then there are actually three of you and together you have
the most responsibility. I was mainly involved in internal
affairs, which means that I was involved with the various
parties inside, and I also had to find the speakers. This is all
fun, of course, and I naturally knew I could handle a more
responsible position in the OC as well. I was quick with other
people to see where I could help, some even said I was doing
too many tasks. So what I did last year was only a small part
of the job, and not nearly as much responsibility. This year I
am secretary general and then full responsibility comes into
play, although this was not the case before. Then I shifted it
to the other OC, aka Moos, but now I'm the one who is
blamed for everything. This was quite a switch from first "Hey,
now you're at the top of the list, so now you have to make
sure this happens."

Translated by: Jasper Mieras & Yad Said



The future is just one click away.
One cannot deny that modern technology is a catalyst
for the development of our changing world. Emerging
technologies are growing to have a bigger impact on
the way we live, work and socialize with each other in
our day-to-day life. The opportunities that stem from

these technological advancements are seemingly
endless; ranging from increased efficiency to

augmented reality. Many questions arise from issues
such as privacy and the use of Artificial Intelligence. 

EMERGING TECHNOLOGIES IN
SHAPING MODERN SOCIETY

This year's theme:This year's theme:This year's theme:

When do we prefer freedom and privacy over security?
How far are we willing to change and offer our current

habits and routines to implement new technological
advancements in life? This year’s LmunA theme

encourages delegates to acknowledge the current
influence of technology while also debating the morality
and ethical dilemmas imposed by the consequences of

emerging technologies.



Merchandise

Hoodie: €25,-                   Mug: €10,-
Socks: €5,-                        Bottle: €5,-

Sunglasses: €5,-               Beanie: €12,50

Warning: limited stock

€€

Merchandise - once you
have it, you love it.
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LMUNA APP!

NOW
AVAILABLE!

LmunA for IOS and
Android

LmunA in your pocket!

Special thanks to Teun Hendriks for
developing the LmunA app! @lmunaofficial

@lmunaofficial

@lmunaofficial

Also keep track of

LmunA on social media:



FLOORPLAN

Ground floor

Second floor

First floor



LmunA 2009 LmunA 2010 LmunA 2011

LmunA through the years

LmunA 2017

Here, a few photos throughout the years to
celebrate the 15th anniversary of LmunA. It

began in 2007 and is becoming more and
more popular. As this year we received

students from 17 dutch schools and 5 german
schools, as well as 1 student from Venezuela.

 

LmunA 2019 LmunA 2021

LmunA 2022!!!



 

LUNCH RATING

Jasper Mieras
"It's delicious because pesto,
mozarella and tomato is the

best!!"

Jaap Löwenthal
"It was really good. I had 2

sandwiches with pesto,
mozarella and tomato. It had
something sweet and it was

perfectly balanced."

Quentin Wild
"The lunch wasn't bad, it
tasted suprisingly well

compared to other
schools. I think the

sandwich with turkey
breast."



Dear, dear delegates,
 

We are so enthusiastic to welcome you all to the 15th anniversary of
the Lorentz Model United Nations in Arnhem. We, Sade Hendriks,
Aya Warner and Sara Sahin, have done our utmost best to provide

everyone with beautiful content. Our goal is to not only make pictures
but also to capture memories. 

 
A big thanks to the Organising Committee who have worked very

hard this past year to make this amazing conference happen. Without
them, we would not be where we are today. 

 
All our expectations about the first day have become reality and we,
the OC, are excited to welcome you tomorrow for the second day of

LmunA!
 

Love, 
The Department of Communications,

Sade Hendriks, Aya Warner and Sara Sahin


